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ABSTRACT

The purposes of this phenomenology study were to seek the concept, the best place and time, the process and the contribution of silence technique for the children character building at the Shaiva Dharma Kindergarten School, Singaraja, Bali, Indonesia. The respondents of the study were 10 students and 10 teachers of the Shaiva Dharma Kindergarten School. The data were collected through observation, interview, and document recording for two class's level, namely, preschool 1 and preschool 2. Data were analysed by using descriptive qualitative techniques. The result of the study indicated that; (1) after doing silence technique in morning circle before learning process, students pra School 1 were more calm of emotion, more stable personality, good sociability, and more independence; (2) students pra school 2 occurred significant improvement in personality, sociability, morality, emotionality development; and (3) students derive from Saiwa Dharma Kindergarten had the better personality, sociability, morality, emotionality with the others after the students continued their study to elementary school. Policy implication and suggestions for future research should be continued for the better result in the larger study.
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1. Introduction

The urgency of implementing silence technique for children education has been proposed by several Hindu holy men (i.e., Gurus, Rsis, Bhagavan, &Jnanin), such as Shri Satya Narayana (2004); Jendra (2009) Suryani (1996); Rigopoulos (1998); and Ananda Mitra Acarya (1991), who claim that silence for some minutes (1-5 minutes) every day is very important for doing relaxation or refreshing of mind before starting new activities in daily life.

Anandas Ra (2004) cited the result of researchers who have conducted by Shaw and Kolb at Texas University that the people who often doing meditation (silence) have faster responses than the others. Normal people have 0.5 second to give response/reaction, and meditator has 0.35 second to
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give response toward their stimulant. Anandas Ra (2004) in Allison and Fehr concluded his research result that people sick, angry, and sad were breast faster than people healthy, calm, and happy. The effect of doing silence technique (meditation) was healthy, calm, happy, more confidence, more effective and efficiency in doing something. The other hand, the negative behavioural could be decreased such as stressed, worried, afraid, aggressive and so on. Chulalongkorn University was conducting the experiment (1967-1971) and they concluded that the effect of doing meditation are fresh feeling, calm mind, peace and biologically the someone to produce endorphin liquid in their body but the other hand the angry man, full of stress, often worried will be produced adrenaline liquid. Delmonte (2009) In general, high anxiety levels predict a subsequent low frequency of silence practice. However, the evidence suggests that those who practice regularly tend to show significant decreases in anxiety. Likerman (2009) stated that leveraging or the power of silence can be changed negative reaction to create positive value such as: motivate the students to attempt to answer question, more effective their job, more effective to listen, more clear view into the hearts of others, more attractiveness, more self control and more wisdom.

In the context of education in the modern era and globalization, silence is often misunderstood as a cruel method of exposing oneself from words or limiting oneself. The educational world tends to be colored by the nuances of competition, tends to see students who are more silent, more listening as students who can not afford. Conversely silence is a great method of self-control that enables spiritual growth. Roshni and & Benedict (2016) concluded that most psychological problems are caused by self-regulation failure. Self-regulation helps an individual to be in harmony with himself. The religious approach effectively helps an individual to develop such self-regulation. The goal of every religious method, when applied in the right way with correct understanding and guidance, improves performance, transcends boundaries, and achieves peace, to achieve that level one must follow such practices.

Related to self-regulation through spiritual silence techniques, studies by Zell and Baumeister (2013) show basic effects on four main elements of self, namely standard, monitoring, strength and motivation. Standards are principles or what needs to be done. People feel confused because there are standards that are contrary to morals. Monitoring becomes an important aspect of self-regulation. Self-regulation often fails a person has no trace of what they do. Increased self-awareness implies an increase in self-control.

Odhiambo (2002) describes the metacognitive processes occurring in the silence process of implementation, that when we turn away from the sensory input and manipulation of these inputs by the brain, we enter into ourselves and move on to the inner mind and consciousness. The resulting inner silence unlocks the consciousness and the soul. This silence of mind raises many challenges and demands of practice. But once acquired, it leads to a new dimension of transcendental nature. It is the realization that peace, the knowledge of true power and wisdom comes from within the soul. This inner knowledge and peace helps one in making decisions and gaining knowledge about oneself.

The same case we also have given the very very rude words, with loudly sound, angrily, but without touching the pure plant during 3 hours, at the end, the pure plant was withered and died after 5 days. The number of another pure plant, have given smooth words, love words, and sweet words, they are growing up so fast, with nice colourful, and it is very interesting in all kind of colours leave. So, plants, animals and kids if we give enough love will grow up run well, physically and psychologically.

In relation to the character education, in Bali or Indonesia, it has many techniques were applied, start from informal education, formal education, and non-formal education but the character problem is increased, more and more, quantitatively and qualitatively. It means the techniques, method, approach, and strategy to build the good character are not effective. In this study were apply the simple, unique and natural technique to built the children character through "Silence Technique", it was applied at Shaiva Dharma Kindergarten School. Based on the previous study, it seems this technique is so good, therefore I was very interesting to study it. Furthermore, it could be formulated the statement of research problems such as: (1) What was the silence technique? (2) Where was this technique can do it by the student? (3) When could the students do it? (4) How were the silence technique processes? And (5) Why were the silence techniques could be built student’s good character?

2. Methods
2.1 Research site and participant
The situation and condition of this Shaiva Dharma Kindergarten School are very simple, natural, and there are many small and big plants, many kinds of flowers in the schoolyard. The Shaiva Dharma Kindergarten have one hall, one holy room, and seven classes. Two classes for playgroup, each class consist of 12 students for class A and B, so the number of all students are 24 students. Two classes for small kindergarten, class A consist of 24 students and class B consist of 23 students. Three classes for big kindergarten, consist of 25 students for class A, 25 students for class B, and 24 students for class C. The total general of all students is 145, who are derived from social, economic, and parent profession differences.

2.2 Data collection methods
The number of students for each grade was getting from documentary record, how the students did silence Technik it got from observation and interview. The information or resource persons could be students or teachers. There were 10 students for each level as an informants and 10 teachers from 14 teachers as information or resource persons who had been observed and interviewed by a researcher.

A researcher was observed about the processing, body movement, body postures and body language of silence technique who have been done in morning circle (praying time) before learning in each class. The other hand researcher also has been done to interview 10 students to know about their feeling and thinking in doing silence technique. Furthermore, the researcher interviewed the 10 teachers to know about why doing silence technique like that, what were the purposes, and what were the significant effect of silence technique in relation to character building of the students at Shaiva Dharma Kindergarten School, Banyuning village, Buleleng district.

2.3 Data analysis
This study is qualitative research through phenomenology approach which was want to look for the meaning based on the phenomena/happened and it was not to find out the facts or factual findings and cause findings (Creswell, 2007). The meaning was got by the real phenomena based on subject interpretation (verstehen). The researcher entered to conceptual respondent itself in order to understand the meaning around their daily lives. How were the students daily life at school with their friends and teachers or at home with their parent, brothers and sisters?

Data analysis technique has been used as cultural themes or content analysis. Janis (1949), Berelson (1952), and Aronson in Muhadjir (2000) explained that there were three requirements in discovering cultural themes, such as labelling of social-cultural phenomena, classifying the symbol/labelling, and making prediction meaning. Cultural themes/postulate/preposition were got by the several analysis, it could is domain trial, taxonomical, and componential analysis qualitative techniques.

Fathermore Faisal (2004) stated that discovering cultural theme in qualitative study constructed the dark social situation or it was still unclear become bright and clear by domain trial, taxonomical and componential analysis. The application of data analysis which was want to look for answers all the statement problems of the research such as: (1) What was the silence technique? (2) Where was this technique, it can do it by the student? (3) When could the students do it? (4) How were the silence technique processes? And (5) Why were the silence techniques, it could be built student good character?

3. Results
Presenting the research result, it could be divided into five section, namely: the concept of silence technique for building up the good student character, the best place and timing for applicating silence technique for the students, processing of the silence technique, and the effect of silence technique toward good student character development.

3.1 Silence technique concept
The silence was kept quiet, motionless, no words, and mind motion for certain object only. It could imagine the parts of our body, imagine to seat under the big tree which is very sad, imagine to see the nice blue and large ocean, imagine to see the beautiful mountain panorama, and so on. This concept is especially for children in Saiva Dharma kindergarten School, and it is very different for the adult. Silence technique concept for an adult is called meditation or how to relate our mind to the mental universe. Anadas Ra (2004) gave the concept of praying and meditation. Praying is the process of how the prayer to be waiter or waitress toward the God and meditation is the process of prayer to persuade the God to meet Him, to give inspiration, enlightenment or the prayer wants to make unity the God. Silence technique for the children is exercised for making good concentration as a base of all learning processes in daily life, from child age, pubertal age, puberty age, adolescent age, adult age, and old age. So, the concentration is very important to build up all of personalities aspects development, including to build and to develop student’s character.

3.2 The best place and timing for applying silence technique

The best place for doing silence technique for building up good students character are the sandy place, nice panorama, high and calm place. The good place can be in the classroom, the school hall before starting learning processes. Students of Saiva Dharma Kindergarten do silence technique every day which is called "morning circle". Doing morning circle all students are guided by a teacher, giving command and instruction and other teachers are control all students from the front line up to back line. At the end of the month is putting school programme, the teachers escort the students go to the nice place for applying silence technique before doing other activities. The nice place can be the large green yard, clean beach with many trees, botanical garden yard, a coastal area of the lake with nice mountain panorama, the coastal area of the nice view of rice field and other nice, calm, and conducive places. The best timing for doing silence technique is in the morning before starting learning processes, and at noon before students going home.

3.3 Processing of the silence technique for building up the good students character

1. Seating on the carpet covering the floor
2. The body upright position from bottom, back part of body, neck and back head
3. Two eyes see the nose and close the eyes slowly.
4. Focusing on the thinking between eyebrows, smoothly, slowly, and relax
5. Imagine something depend on the topic chosen by the teachers and students together
6. Selecting the topic is depended to the purpose of learning, such as: (a) part of our body, for recognizing, the functions and understand the part of our body, (b) ideas, for recognizing and identifying the type of ideas, (c) botanical environment, for identifying the type of plants and environment, (d) and so on.

7. Recognizing and understanding a topic was selected in applying the silence technique. Explanation of this technique, it would give an example of the topic which had been applied. The topic of silence technique about feet as a part of our body, namely:
(a) The step 1 up to 4 was done
(b) Imagine our feet as a part of our body from bottom to up, see through the mind, and asked the question about our feet: what, why, who, how, and when. What are the feet? why we have the feet? who is has this foot? how the functions of the feet? when are the feet used? These processes are knowing, understanding, and being grateful to God of our feet so perfect. The learning processes can be developed are self-confident, self-responsibility, self-direction, self-stand alone/ self-independence, self-grateful feeling, and so on. All of this one are the aspects of character education.
8. Time duration 3 – 5 minutes
9. Interpretation the topic of the silence technique who were guided by the teachers
10. Making several important conclusions who were guided by the teachers based on students opinions, orally, words simply, and happily.

As a comparative study of meditation, there were other research results stated that the process of meditation, namely: (1) Focus their attention on a particular target (for example their own breathing,
a sound or a sensation), (2) Notice when their attention has wandered away from the target, (3) Bring their attention back to the target.

3.4 The silence technique could build up good students character development

There were several reasonings that the silence technique could build up good students character development as the research results:

Nowadays, learning processes are domination to build up the logical or rational aspects of the students based on adopting the theories and concepts from another country. All of these actions want to make students academic ability increase. These efforts come from outside. It can be from teachers, parents, instructors, tutor, etc. The other hand this effort (silence technique) come from inside. Students learn (recognize, understand, and adaptation) to themselves according to their condition, ability, aptitude, interest, and intelligence. They learn more from inside rather than outside. Building up the students good character must be started from inside and it is not from outside.

There were many kinds of topics could be chosen in applying the silence technique, in Shaiva Dharma Kindergarten such as: imagine the parts of our body, imagine sitting down under the shady tree in the beach, imagine went on foot in nice garden with friends, imagine was played with close friend in kid’s playing centre, and so on. This technique special for the kindergarten school and it was not for the playgroup. every day it was applying a topic of silence only.

Based on the observation and interview to the students in doing silence technique and with their teachers, the silence technique with the certain topic, it could be developed personality aspect. Imagine something in silence technique could be developed personality aspects, including to develop good character building, such as (1) Silence could be arisen the creative reasoning and fantastic energy, because of it was very important to the students doing silence for several minutes. (2) refreshing mind after doing many things in their lives, (3) taking rest of mind, because of sleeping was not enough to make calm of feeling and mind, (4) minimizing of stress, because of many difficulties and handicaps in family social and peer group environment, individually and socially, (5) pre-training of concentration or focusing of mind for certain object. Based on learning all, doing all, serve all are the concentration of mind. The success of concentration, it could be said that it was also success for all of learning and profession or job.

Silence technique by imagining the parts of our body, it could be developed many things namely: (1) recognizing the form, quantities and qualities of the parts of our body. Through recognizing this one, it would be known the strengths and the weaknesses of the parts of our body. (2) developing realistic view by the students toward their parts of bodies, especially for disabilities students which were genealogically or empirically. (3) adopting in the social peer group according to their parts of body condition.

Silence technique by imagining their father and mother's love, it could be developed several personalities aspects, namely: (1) developing the feeling of love as a base of heart education and spiritual education. The core of all religion is "love", the core of civilization of human being is "love", the core of good human relation is "love", the core of success in developing personalities is "love", the core of success in learning and profession is also "love". (2) receiving love from mother and father, it would be able to give love to other people. These one could be able to develop through silence technique who was guided by their teachers, every morning cycle before entering the classroom.

Silence technique by imagining seating down under the shady tree at the beach, it could be developed the positive attitude to their environment, such as (1) shady tree could give fresh air which was important for our breathing and health because of the shady tree came out the oxygen which was needed by the human being. (2) students could be able to love for all plants, because of between human being and the plants must be cooperated one to another (symbiosis mutualist), (3) after the children to come teenagers, they would have the motivation to plant many kinds of plants, take care of plants, love and everlast their environment, (4) imagine set and saw the beach, it would be developed love feeling for the beach, taking care of beach cleaning, and loving beautiful of beach.

After graduating from Shaiva Kindergarten, the major of students to continue their study to SD Negeri 3,4, 7 (government elementary schools 3,4,7 Singaraja), SD Negeri 4, 7 (government elementary schools 4,7 Singaraja), SD Negeri 1 Banyuning (government elementary school 1, Banyuning), Elementary School of Laboratory Ganesha University, and Mutiara Elementary School.
elementary schools were very famous and favourite at Singaraja town. We would like to know the student's character development after they were being at elementary school.

Based on observation and interview for the 30 students who were taking elementary schools above, at variation grades or classes (10 students of the third classes of Elementary Schools, 7 students of the forth classes of Elementary Schools, 13 students of the fifth classes of Elementary Schools), it got the students character development was better than the others, especially in: (1) having fortitude to face the problems, (2) having higher self-control in fulfil their desires, (3) having fallen in love with one another, (4) having positive attitude to face something in their peer groups, and (5) doing home works more seriously at home or at schools. These elements of characters were token from Mc Donnel (2000) consist of 10 characters such as wisdom, justice, fortitude, self-control, love, positive attitude, hard work, integrity, gratitude, and humility. In this study applied 5 elements characters only, because of 5 elements were suitable for students development at elementary school and the others elements were more suitable for the secondary school students. In other research findings (Shapiro, Brown, and Astin, 2008) had discovered that meditation could be developed (1) cognitive and academic performance such as: improve ability to maintain preparedness and orient attention, improve ability to process information quickly and accurately, improve concentration based meditation, practice over a long-term, may have a positive impact on academic achievement. (2) Mental health and psychological well being, namely: mindfulness meditation may decrease stress, anxiety, depression and support better regulation of emotional reactions and the cultivation of positive psychological states, (3) Development of the whole person such as meditation can support the development of creativity, support and enhances the development of skills and needed for interpersonal relationship, empathic responses are increased with meditation and mindfulness practice, meditation may help to cultivate self-compassion.

4. Discussion

The purposes of this qualitative study were to seek the silence technique concepts were applied at Kindergarten Saiva Dharma Banyuning, The best place and time doing silence technique by the students, the silence technique processes dan the silence technique application could be built up good students character.

Silence techniques concepts were applied at Saiva Dharma Kindergarten, it was kept quiet, motionless, no words, and mind motion for certain object only. This concept is especially for children in kindergarten, and it is very different for the adult. Silence technique concept for the adult is called meditation or how to relate our mind to the mental universe. Anadas Ra (2004) gave the concept of praying and meditation. Praying is the process of how the prayer to be waiter or waitress toward the God and meditation is the process of prayer to persuade the God to meet Him, to give inspiration, enlightenment or the player wants to make unity the God. Silence technique was the children are exercises for making good concentration as a base of all learning processes in daily life, from child age, pubertal age, puberty age, adolescent age, adult age, and old age. So, the concentration is very important to build up all of personalities aspects development, including to build and to develop student's character. The application of silence technique (meditation) by the Rsi, yogi, or Hindu holy priest at previous age who were the cause of to be the brilliance man that could see the previous age, present age and future age.

The best place for doing silence technique for building up good students character is a sandy place, nice panorama, high and calm place. The good place can be in the classroom, the school hall before starting learning processes. Students of Saiwa Dharma Kindergarten do silence technique every day which is called "morning circle". Doing morning circle all students are guided by a teacher, giving command and instruction and other teachers are control all students from the front line up to back line. At the end of the month is putting school programme, the teachers escort the students go to the nice place for applying silence technique before doing other activities. The nice place can be a large green yard, clean beach with many trees, botanical garden yard, the coastal area of the lake with nice mountain panorama, a coastal area of the nice view of rice field and other nice, calm, and conducive places. The best timing for doing silence technique is in the morning before starting learning processes, and at noon before students going home.
Nowadays, learning processes are domination to build up the logical or rational actions want to make students academic ability increase. These efforts come from outside. It can be from teachers, parents, instructors, tutor, etc. The other hand this effort (silence technique) come from inside. Students learn (recognize, understand, and adaptation) to themselves according to their condition, ability, aptitude, interest, and intelligence. They learn more from inside rather than outside. Building up the students good character must be started from inside and it is not from outside.

Based on the observation and interview to the students in doing silence technique and with their teachers, the silence technique with the certain topic, it could be developed personality aspect. Imagine something in silence technique could be developed personality aspects, including to develop good character building, such as (1) Silence could be arisen the creative reasoning and fantastic energy, because of it was very important to the students doing silence for several minutes. (2) refreshing mind after doing many things in their lives, (3) taking rest of mind, because of sleeping was not enough to make calm of feeling and mind, (4) minimizing of stress, because of many difficulties and handicaps in family social and peer group environment, individually and socially, (5) pre-training of concentration or focusing of mind for certain object. Based on learning all, doing all, serve all are the concentration of mind. The success of concentration, it could be said that it was also success for all of learning and profession or job.

5. Conclusion

Silence techniques concepts were applied at Saiva Dharma Kindergarten, it was kept quiet, motionless, no words, and mind motion for certain object only. This technique gave exercises for making good concentration as a base of all learning processes in daily life, from child age, pubertal age, puberty age, adolescent age, adult age, and old age. So, the concentration is very important to build up all of personalities aspects development, including to build and to develop student's character.

The best place for doing silence technique for building up good students character are the sandy place, nice panorama, high and calm place. The good place can be in the classroom, the school hall before starting learning processes. Students of Saiwa Dharma Kindergarten do silence technique every day which is called "morning circle". Doing morning circle all students are guided by a teacher, giving command and instruction and other teachers are control all students from the front line up to back line. At the end of the month is putting school programme, the teachers escort the students go to the nice place for applicating silence technique before doing other activities. The nice place can be a large green yard, clean beach with many trees, botanical garden yard, the coastal area of the lake with nice mountain panorama, the coastal area of the nice view of rice field and other nice, calm, and conducive places. The best timing for doing silence technique is in the morning before starting learning processes, and at noon before students going home.

The study show that the most important in silent technique is the process of doing, because in doing the process there are many significant experience experiences to build a good character development. The implemmentation of this silent technique in educational setting by the best teachers is to do the best possible practice for the best results.

The implementation of the silent technique in counseling and psychotherapy as has been done by Zell and Baumeister (2013) is referred to as "Mouna vratha" as a self-regulating technique that helps an individual to explore themselves in the realm of silence, as well as bringing brain changes that affect changes in behavior and achieve spiritual enhancement. This silent technique can be used as a counseling or psychological therapy model to help students improve their quality and potential (ie, self-regulation, emotion, focus, ketenagangan, well-being, etc.) as noted in Schultz and Schultz (2012); Palmer (2000); Essex and Mainemelis (2002); and Vince (2002). Improving the quality of self potential supports the achievement of academic and better life.

The results of this study have implications for character formation education specifically in early childhood. But did not rule out also for the level of other penddidikan wider. A broader study of the character education development model through silent technique needs to be done both for students at the pre-school level and with those who are in higher education levels. The implementation of the silent technique in educational settings in primary, secondary and university students can be implemented integrated with counseling programs and intregted with learning programs in the classroom.
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